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Building & Painted
Hulamin (Pty) Limited supply a wide range of superior flat building and painted products for the
manufacture of roofs, gutters, fascias, panels, components, cladding, ceilings, and many more, limited only
by your imagination.
Milltech
Color-Tech 4
Color-Tech PVDF
Color-Tech PVDF combines the well known and proven durability of the Hulamin (Pty) Limited metal with
the internationally proven performance of the Kynar 500/Hylar 5000 resin systems and the assurance of
a "zero tolerance" quality system.
Color-Tech PVDF is the ultimate choice in aesthetic durability, with which you can leave a legacy for your
great grand children and their descendants... a building clad with Color-Tech PVDF, the unique
combination of world's most durable coating over the world's most durable metal.
Color-Tech PVDF is specified by leading Building Professionals to beautify commercial, industrial and
residential buildings wherever long-term visual impact is required and particularly in inhospitable climatic
surroundings
A further differentiation between Color-Tech PVDF and other coatings their unique inert characteristic.
Rather like a non-stick frying pan, when it is washed, or more usually subjected to rain, it sheds its
grime and dirt and returns to its original pristine appearance, which is so important to the image of any
successful business.
ColorTech PVDF offers world class durability in both earth tones and brighter, more difficult colours. It is
made from the most durable resin system using only the most stable of ceramic pigments. These
ceramic pigments are well known for their stability and durability of colour, offering designers a full
range of rich lasting colours.
Unique benefits:
 Resistant to UV attacks.
 Resistant to wind borne sand
 Dirt resistant.
 Reduces maintenance

General uses:
 Façade cladding/paneling
 Corporate Re-imaging
 Highlighted features and flashings
 Roofing and cladding
 Pre-engineered building systems
 Shade products
 Signage
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